ADA Museum Access Instructions

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause our patrons, but there is a critical construction project prohibiting access to the 2nd floor via the elevator entrance on the main floor. During this time, alternate access will be available via the ADA drop off location at the top of Lot B.

Please consult the map below and utilize the following instructions:

1. From the Lot B entrance on Odin and Highland Ave, drive up to the top right-hand corner of Lot B (labeled “accessible parking”)
2. Park along the tree line and you will see a slanted path (“Odin Pathway”) leading down to the museum terrace.
3. Follow the path until it flattens out and you reach three waist– high yellow poles (marked with the pink and white “Lyft” logo) Go through the poles and cross the terrace directly to the back door of the 2nd floor gallery.

If you have any further questions or concerns, please call the Hollywood Bowl Museum directly at 323-850-2058.